Confucius Institute at Troy University Assisted with CHMS Field Trip

On Dec.11th, 2015, students and teachers at Charles Henderson Middle School (CHMS) took a field trip at Confucius Institute at Troy University (CIT). CIT staff prepared a special field trip of Chinese language and culture for them through organizing a lot of activities, ranging from reviewing what they have learned in Chinese language program this semester and special introduction to STARTALK program as well as China Trip, which were well-received among CHMS students.

This field trip was composed of several activates such as Chinese language and Confucius Institute, Chinese Culture Experience, Outdoor Activities, Chinese Movie and Chinese Foods, which opened a window for their further Chinese language learning.

CHMS signed official agreement with CIT in September, 2015 to establish a Confucius Classroom. After the founding, Chinese language teaching and Chinese culture promotion were strongly supported by CHMS principal and staff. CHMS had held many interactive activities in which students were happy to get involved successfully. This field trip is a presentation of the teaching achievements at the end of 2015 autumn semester. And it will also strengthen the closer cooperation between CHMS and CIT in the near future.